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When your management style isn’t working
and your employees aren’t either; it’s time for
a change!
There are 12 blank cards on your table. Write one of the 12 phrases
from the next page on both sides of each of the cards. Share the cards
as equally as possible among those at your table. On one side of the
card(s) you have, write three positive points of utilizing that particular
strategy in your business.
After completing this task, pass your card(s) to the person on your
right. On the back of the card(s) you now have, write three negative
aspects of utilizing that strategy in your business. When you have
completed that task, pass your card(s) to the person on your right.
Allow conflicts

–

Hire for technical skill

Avoid conflicts
–

Hire for relational skill

Understand what others do

–

Job solidarity

Keeping personal life outside the store
individual’s family

–

Determine who created a problem
operation’s failure

Focus on the entire

–

Negotiate for all you can get from suppliers
business situation with a vendor

Embracing the

–

Sharing your

As you wrote on the cards, did you find areas that were hard to defend
or argue against? Does this speak to your management style?
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Focus on things you can control
You cannot change the inherent attitude of people

The failure to nourish and encourage lightness in the workplace
undermines productivity, creativity, adaptability, morale

Why aren’t your employees working?

1.

Do they know why they should do it?

2.

Do they know how to do it?

3.

Do they know what they are supposed to do?

4.

Are they confident your way will work for them?

5.

Have you asked any questions about how they think it should be
done?

6.

Do they understand the importance and timeliness?
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7.

Is there a reward for doing it?

8. Is there a penalty for poor performance?

9.

Does this person have the skills to do this work?

10. Are you asking them to do this task because you cannot do the task?

11. Are there enough time and the necessary tools to complete the task?

12. Do you check on the progress of the task, or wait until the staff member
tells you they are done?
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Resources Order Form

Today's prices reflect a 20-percent savings off regular prices!
$15

Create and see each of
your next 12 financial
statements (includes a
disk for computer
installation).

$25

Advertising and
promotion ideas that
have been proven to
work at little or no cost.

$8

Advertising and
promotion ideas that
have been proven to
work at little or no cost.

$8

Business-building and
managing ideas to
increase profits and
reduce expenses.

$8

Business-building and
managing ideas to
increase profits and
reduce expenses.

$8

Filled with 251 strategies
for increasing business
with retailers. Also a great
read for retailers.

Ideas book #1

Ideas book #2

AMP

Calculator

Ideas book #3

Ideas book #4

A collection of 50 of the
best of Tom Shay’s
columns from 65+ trade
journals and magazines.
(PDF format on CD)

$15

A second collection of 50
of the best of Tom Shay’s
columns from 65+ trade
journals and magazines.
(PDF format on CD)

$15

29 posters providing
inspiration, education and
motivation.

$15

This deck of cards
creates an interactive
even for employees to
learn how to work better
with customers.

$15

$30

Screen savers for your PC
containing photos of store
displays and the best ideas
from the Power Promoting
books.

$15

Make your annual
advertising, marketing
and promotional plans –
guaranteed to keep you
on budget and on task!

VALUE PACKAGE
Get the complete 12-piece set of Profits+Plus Tools which includes:
· EZ Cashflow™
· All 4 Idea Books
· Big Deal Cards
· AMP Calculator

· How to become the
Preferred Vendor
· What does Tom say?
· What else does Tom say?

· Power Posters Collection
· Power Promoting PC
Screen Savers

$175

EACH ITEM SOLD WITH A GUARANTEE TO MAKE YOU MONEY!

Name:

Business Name:

Address:

City, State, ZIP:

Phone #:

e-mail Address:

Credit Card #:

Expiration Date:

Signature

Today’s Date:

Please send me the monthly e-retailer
via e-mail FREE!
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BONUS ARTICLE

Who has the
big hat?
By Tom Shay
SOUND ADVICE FOR BUSINESS

Walk into many businesses in our industry
and in addition to the necessary
armaments and accessories, they stock
clothing and related goods. Perhaps they
have a selection of hats. Most of the hats
a sporting goods dealer will stock have a
tag in the back of them. The tag reads,
"One size fits all.” It saves the dealer
from stocking a lot of extra merchandise
as there can be more than a dozen
different sizes of hats.
Having a "one-size-fits-all" hat can be a
good thing—especially if it is a hat that
pertains to your business. Before
speaking at a show in Atlanta in February,
I decided to have a late breakfast. There
were only two or three people eating in
the hotel restaurant as the hostess seated
me. Then a second person offered me
coffee and orange juice. Several minutes
went by before the hostess again passed
close enough that I could get her
attention. When she approached, I said I
wanted to order breakfast and gave my
order.
In another few minutes a third person
approached and asked for my order.
Although I explained the previous
interaction with the hostess, this person
still wanted to take my order. Confused,
and expecting that two meals might show
up, I repeated the order to the third
person.
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A woman sitting a few tables away
initiated a conversation with me by
saying, "I understood the first time
what you wanted. I think the problem is
that the hostess does not want to wear
that hat. She wants to only wear the
‘big hat.” The woman went on to
explain that she found this experience
to be quite common. People decide
what their jobs entail, and any of the
other tasks are either beneath them or
just not their responsibility. Instead of
helping out when necessary in any
aspect of the business, they simply put
on the invisible “big hat” and go find
some “busy work” to occupy their time.
I think the woman has a point.
Somehow this hostess sees the job of
offering coffee or taking a meal order as
not being her concern. I now realize
that I have experienced the “big-hat”
syndrome in a small shop as I stood at
a cash register waiting for someone to
arrive to complete the transaction. A
person walked behind the counter and
without so much as looking at me
hollered, "Jim, you have someone at
the register."
As Jim arrived to complete the
transaction, I asked him who that was
who called for him. "Oh, that's the
owner of the shop."
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BONUS ARTICLE

Who has the
big hat? (continued)
By Tom Shay

SOUND ADVICE FOR BUSINESS

There is no need or place for hats in our
business. The woman in the restaurant
said so, and she is right. She said that if
the situation called for pushing a
broom, that's what should be done.
Whatever the task at hand, that is the
hat that should be put on.
Unfortunately, there are too many
individuals who have their sights set on
bigger hats. Or, as in the case of the
shop owner, they are comfortable with
their hats, and any other hat is too
small for them.
Treat an employee with the attitude
that you have certain responsibilities
while the other tasks belong to their
subordinates, and you will quickly
develop employees who are looking for
someone or something to be beneath
them. They will find the justification
based upon a variety of reasons.

This writer has watched in businesses
as the employees did battle for
superiority and “hat size.” On one
occasion, there was a battle going on
while one person stayed out of it by
keeping busy with a broom. After a few
minutes of, one of the combatants
gave a hush sign to everyone else with
a quick, "Hey, there is a customer in
here."
And as the broom sweeper passed by, I
noticed the title on the name tag said
"Manager."

Perhaps the other person is younger
than they, or the other person has less
experience or knowledge than they do.
It may be because of gender or race,
but they will find a reason to designate
someone as beneath them.
With that designation, they will
demonstrate their “big hat” in a variety
of ways. At best, they will tell the
customer, "I will get someone to take
care of that for you." Most of the other
ways of designating someone else to do
the job become somewhat nasty and
definitely destroy morale.
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